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Electronic and Aggregated  
Premium Billing
Passage of the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act of 2010 

is driving sweeping change throughout the health insurance 

marketplace. From minimum medical loss ratios and guaranteed 

issue to pre-existing condition coverage, mitigating the risk of non-

compliance with healthcare reform mandates is driving carriers to 

re-tool critical business processes and support them with scalable 

technology. 

Reform is also driving carriers to seek out ways to slash administrative expenses, 
create new market opportunities to replace lost revenue streams and establish new 
sales and distribution channels. In many cases, that means increasing cross-selling 
opportunities and expanding into new markets by adding large or small group, 
consumer-driven individual and/or voluntary lines of business.

Ending the Costly Paper Chase

One of the first places that carriers should look when it comes to reducing 
administrative costs, improving customer acquisition and increasing customer 
satisfaction for improved retention rates is billing. 

Paper-based premium billing and payment is an expensive and complex process. 
As such, billing-related functions make up a significant portion of the administrative 
costs that currently consume 30 cents of every premium dollar.1 This is true for 
individual coverage as well as employer-sponsored group plans, particularly 
when they include a robust mix of medical and voluntary benefits. Each product in 
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the benefits package requires a separate premium bill, which must be mailed to, 
then reconciled and paid by, the employer or consumer. When received by the 
carrier, those multiple payments must be processed. 

Adding a layer of complexity to the situation, particularly for group health, is the 
growing popularity of voluntary plans, sales of which continue to increase by an 
estimated 15 percent annually.2 As employee benefits packages become more 
diverse, the number of premium billings increases, as do the resources required 
to process them. This is often the case even when products within the benefits 
package are offered by subsidiaries of the same parent company. 

Even in instances where some of the premiums can be consolidated onto a single 
bill, allocating payments across multiple product lines remains an arduous process. 
It is also a reconciliation nightmare for the employers on the receiving end of those 
premium bills.

For example, if an employee is terminated too late to adjust the premium notices, 
the employer has two choices:  1) pay full premiums across all products and 
request multiple credits, or 2) subtract the appropriate amount from each bill and 
deal with inquiries from multiple affected carriers.

Further, employers that outsource to payroll services companies are often limited in 
the number of individual deductions they can allocate on individual payroll checks. 
If the number of individual premiums billed exceeds their deduction allotment, 
employers must commit yet more of their limited resources to manually consolidating 
the amounts to be deducted from each paycheck.Clearly, these traditional premium 
billing practices have a significant impact on customer satisfaction, and thus, 
retention levels. They can also contribute to higher lapse rates, thanks to the 
inevitable delivery delays of employer bills and carrier payments.

Despite the inherent complexities, it is possible to streamline the premium billing 
and payment process to the benefit of both carriers and their customers. Advances 
in automation and support technologies make it possible to not only migrate to 
paperless billing and payment, but to also consolidate premiums for multiple 

…many are seeking to outsource these billing services to organizations 

like HealthPlan Services that offer eBilling as a core competency…
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products and even multiple carriers onto a single electronic bill that the employer 
can easily reconcile, adjust and pay via a self-service portal.

Doing so has the potential to deliver a 1 percent savings on administrative costs.3 
What’s more, healthcare reform legislation is mandating that the healthcare 
industry transition to the electronic payment and remittance advice by 2014. By 
Dec. 31, 2013 health plans must certify compliance with that mandate, or pay a 
penalty of $1 per covered life per day until compliance is achieved.4

The problem is that most carriers have legacy systems in place that cannot support 
the transition to eBilling. As a result, many are seeking to outsource these billing 
services to organizations like HealthPlan Services that offer eBilling as a core 
competency, enabling them to leverage that expertise and technology to realize 
the full benefits of electronic and aggregate billing.

eBilling Comes of Age

Electronic billing and payment is already commonplace. The number of automated 
clearing house (ACH) payments in 2009 increased by more than 475 million to 
18.76 billion, a 2.6 percent increase over 2008 activity. ACH “native” electronic 
payments (non-check conversion transactions) increased by 4.15 percent in 2009, 
constituting 12.19 billion transactions on the ACH Network.

Business-to-business transaction volume was up to more than 2 billion payments 
in 2009, an increase of 3.2 percent over 2008, with the largest growth coming 
from corporate trade exchange transactions (CTX). These transactions, which 
carry business remittance information along with the payment, increased by 9.19 
percent over 2008 to more than 60 million.

Overall, year-end 2009 consumer internet transactions were up 8.75 percent 
to nearly 2.4 billion payments. Finally, back office conversion (BOC) more 
than doubled over 2008 to 160.5 million transactions, an increase driven by 
companies’ continued search for ways to streamline administrative tasks for 
processing checks presented by their customers.5

…with the planned January 2012 adoption of standards, Electronic 
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Despite its popularity in other industries, the health insurance industry has been 
slower to adopt electronic billing and payment processing. One of the primary 
obstacles has been the need to present individual bills for each product. A second 
has been the complexity of properly allocating premium payments across multiple 
products, while still providing the right level of detail on electronic bills. Also 
at play are concerns over compliance with the Health Insurance Portability and 
Accountability Act (HIPAA) and, for multi-state carriers, addressing the variances in 
state regulations governing business practices.6 

Some of that is changing under healthcare reform mandates. In particular, with the 
planned January 2012 adoption of standards, Electronic Fund Transfer (EFT) will 
become a HIPAA compliant transaction.7 Continued advances in both standards 
and security are also stripping away additional barriers to wide-spread adoption 
of electronic billing and payment processing in the healthcare industry – all of 
which clears the way for insurance carriers to begin reaping the rewards of 
electronic and aggregated list billing.

Platypus Paves the Way 

A prime example of leading-edge technology that streamlines the premium 
billing process is Platypus, a patent-pending proprietary platform from HealthPlan 
Services (HPS). It facilitates the generation of a HIPAA-compliant electronic bill 
that is submitted to the employer via email with a link to a secure website. Once 
on the site, employers can review and reconcile their bill, make any necessary 
adjustments and submit an electronic payment for the exact amount they owe, no 
more, no less – all without generating a single piece of paper.

But eBilling and payment is just the beginning. Via Platypus, HPS has the ability to 
accurately and efficiently aggregate premiums for multiple products – even those 
offered by different carriers – under one customer account and generate a single, 
detailed eBill for all premiums. When payment is received, it is automatically 
and appropriately allocated to each product and separate electronic feeds are 
generated and sent to each carrier.

One of the most significant benefits carriers realize from eBilling and 

consolidated list billing is increased customer satisfaction.
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One of the most significant benefits carriers realize from eBilling and consolidated 
list billing is increased customer satisfaction. When the opportunity to receive 
just a single premium bill is bundled with the ability to process changes, such as 
employee terminations, online in real-time, it reduces the time employers spend 
administering their benefits programs. Also, eBilling eliminates the human errors that 
plague paper processes by automating bill generation, delivery and payments.  

As value-added services, eBilling and consolidated list billing can also help 
increase customer retention. That alone is worth the outsourcing investment, given 
Gartner’s estimates that the cost of acquiring a new health insurance customer is 
5-10 times greater than the cost of retaining an established one.8

Carriers also realize direct benefits, including reduced lapse rates. When employers 
can reconcile their bills and submit their payment in one step, without having to 
generate paper or write checks, they are less likely to miss due dates. Finally, 
because eBilling and consolidated list billing is far more efficient, administration 
costs are lower.

Making the Right Outsourcing Choice

Many organizations claim to offer consolidated or eBilling, but they are not all 
equal. Careful vetting of outsourced providers is critical to ensure that carriers – 
and their customers – reap the full benefits these services can provide.

Top tier organizations like HPS have proven track records in service and process 
automation, as well as turnkey self-service tools for maximum efficiency. 

HPS, for example, offers a comprehensive, integrated suite of solutions designed 
specifically for the insurance market to ensure quality and compliance. Its 
administration platform is built for scale and flexibility to ensure rapid ROI in the 
form of improved profits, enhanced efficiencies and cost savings. 

With HPS’ deep domain experience in this segment, it is the ideal partner who 
will stand behind it’s claims with guaranteed Service Level Agreements (SLAs) that 
increase retention rates, improve product density, grow participation post-sale, 
and reduce overall administrative costs.

Careful vetting of outsourced providers is critical to ensure that carriers 

– and their customers – reap the full benefits these services can provide.
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Those differentiators, combined with HPS’ ongoing investment into innovative 
technologies and its deep expertise in administering a full range of products make 
it the smart – and safe – outsourcing choice.

About HealthPlan Services

HealthPlan Services (HPS), a Water Street Healthcare Partners affiliate, is the largest 
independent provider of service and technology solutions to the insurance and 
managed care industry. Since 1970, HPS has offered customized administration 
and distribution services to insurers of individual group, voluntary and association 
plans, as well as providing valuable solutions to thousands of brokers and agents 
that sell into this market. HPS proprietary, scalable technology provides innovative 
consumer-facing solutions that are turnkey self-service tools for our insurance carriers 
and distribution partners. HPS offers an ever-expanding array of services to a 
diverse and growing client base, and administers products that include Medical 
(PPO, HMO, indemnity, consumer-driven), Dental, Vision, Life, Disability, Long 
Term Care, Limited Medical, Medicare Supplement and Medicare Part D, as well 
as various other ancillary insurance. HPS is committed to providing extraordinary 
service to its customers.

Learn More About HealthPlan Services

Visit us on the web at healthplan.com, or email us at solutions@healthplan.com.

HPS At-a-Glance
President & CEO:  Jeff Bak

Headquarters:  3501 Frontage Road 
Tampa, Florida 33607

Phone:  1.800.237.7767

Year Founded:  1970

Employees:  More than 700

Current Customers:  30 Health and voluntary insurance carriers 
and industry associations

Members Served: 1.4 million nationwide

Inforce Premiums:  More than $1.3 billion

Distributing Agents:  100,000

Services
Sales, Distribution & Member Retention

Benefit/Billing Administrative Services

Claims Processing 

Customer Services

Professional Services

Software & Technology
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